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Installation Instructions For FOS on ADSS

The Opti-LoopTM Fiber Optic Storage (FOS) can be installed on All-Dielectric 
Self Supporting (ADSS) cable using the direct attach (DA) brackets.

MATERIAL
Aluminum/UV Resistant Thermoplastic

FOS*ADSS
After laying out the desired amount of slack cable in a figure 
8 fashion, attach the direct attach (DA) brackets to both the 
cross-bar and end-bar in the keyed bracket slots using the 
provided nuts.

Wrap the tear-away grommets around the cable and posi-
tion directly under the brackets with the opening in the 
grommets facing upward. Use the four (4) large supplied tie 
wraps to secure the grommet covered-cable to the direct 
attach brackets through the square shaped openings. Lay 
the slack cable into the protective channel of the FOS, and 
secure it by attaching your preferred tie wraps around the 
exclusive tie eyelets. Repeat the process with another FOS 
on the opposite side of a pole to form the aerial figure 8 if 
desired.

*Refers to the different available sizes (20,24 and 30) in the 
case of the Aluminum Fiber Optic Storage (FOS) for ADSS. 
For the UV Resistant Thermoplastic FOS, (*) refers to one of 
the two sizes: 12ADSS or 17ADSS.

It is highly recommended to dead end the main cable run in each direction at the designated 
pole, as shown in the illustration below, in order to maintain tension on the line and restrain 
movement of the FOS ADSS toward each other.

1) Dead end the main cable run in each direction at the designated pole leaving a surplus cable loop of sufficient length to reach and enter
    the splice vehicle.

2) Attach one half of the pole protection bracket to the pole at the appropriate height (six to twelve inches below the main cable run).
    Use short lag screws in inside holes. See Illustration.

3) Raise the mid point of the surplus cable loop and position it into the conduit of the pole protection bracket. Position the two cable end
    sections which exit the dead ends into the conduit of the pole protection bracket. Install and secure the outer cover. Use longer lag screws
    in outside holes. See Illustration.

4) This process is referred to as the “bowtie method”. Using approved cable ties, secure one side of the “bowtie” loop to the main cable run,
    working away from the pole to the location of the Opti-Loop® storage rack. Leave enough space at the end of the loop to attach the 
    Opti-Loop® storage rack.

5) Installing the Opti-Loop® storage rack: 
    *Attach the “Direct Attach” brackets to the Opti-Loop® per the illustration.
    *The Opti-Loop® storage racks can simply be “hung” on the main cable run until exact placement is determined. 
    *Place the fiber cable surplus loop into the channel of the rack and secure to the rack using approved tie wraps. 
    *Install the cable protection grommets, adjustable from .4-.9 inches:
 -Adjust the grommets so that they encircle the cable as completely as possible by tearing away the lateral strands.
 -Place over the cable and position directly under the direct attach brackets with the opening in the grommets facing upward (at the
  top or crest of the “doghouse” brackets).
    *Secure the Opti-Loop® rack to the main cable run using the Dymetrol® DELRIN Dymetec A - Acetal 1/2” wide by .050” thick tie 
     wraps provided. Dymetrol® Model 400 hand tool is recommended to tighten and cut the tie wraps. Available by calling
     866-964-8632 or visiting www.dymetrol.com. Or, you may order directly from Fiber & Cable Accessories, Inc., www.optiloop.com.

6) Repeat the process for the remaining opposite side of the Opti-Loop® storage loop.
    

Pole Protection Bracket

Tear-Away Grommet
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